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TOKEN TRAVEL THAILAND coin (TTT฿) 

1. Coin Utility 
 TOKEN TRAVEL THAILAND (TTT฿ )  is a coin created by Token Travel (Thailand) Co., Ltd. 
from the WAVES CHAIN network (comparable to Ether on the Ethereum Network). It is a UTILITY 
TOKEN born with the intention of helping The tourism and service sectors that face problems The 
impact of the Covid-19 crisis on the global economy TTT฿  has been officially established (as of 
March 17, 64 time 10:14:51 ) at the price that the company has set at 1 dollar or about 34 baht with 
the starting price.  The beginning of 1 TTT฿  will be worth $0.03 or about 1 baht which is on the 
trading board.  waves.exchange 
 

1.1 GAS FEE  
It is like a unit of measure used to quantify the work done by the Validator, such as 

creating a new blockchain and securing transactions on the WAVES CHAIN network. TTT฿  c an 

engage with WAVES CHAIN.  The user has to pay the gas fee or transaction fee in TTT฿, every 

transfer transaction will be charged 10 TTT฿  or choose to pay the gas fee in waves.  Thinking 

0.001 waves, it can be concluded that Gas will be used in these steps. 
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• It is a fee for transactions on the network, such as the transfer of assets. storage, 

etc. 

• It is a fee for using Smart Contracts or Decentralized Applications (Dapps) and 

trading on the board. waves.exchange 

1.2 DeFi stands for Decentralized Finance 
It's like depositing money with a bank. Let's look at the picture of DeFi in real life to see 

it better. One business was born because of the world of crypto financial transactions.  Need 
liquidity, a business that is open to crypto holders deposit money because if you just keep it 
The value of the tokens remains the same.  But if deposited on the platform When someone 
borrows or exchanges money (Which has to pay interest or fees already), people who deposit it 
will also eat such interest or fees as well. 

1.3 Product exchange with partners of TTT฿  
After launch, TTT฿ was used in BARTER KUB members as a platform. Trade goods using 

TTT฿ tokens in exchange. will begin to be widely used This makes it possible to exchange 
products with a value ranging from 10 baht - 1,000 million baht by the categories of products 
to be exchanged as follows. Product category 

 

• Bags • Camera • Education • Hotels 

• Sports • Computers • Hobby • Cars 

• Bicycle  • Travel • Business • Mom and Child 

• Clock • Services • Electrical appliance • Clothes 

• Farm • Amulet • House and Garden • Donation 

• Motorcycle • Pets • Phone and Tablets • Accessories 

• Shoes • Restaurant • Health and Beauty • Drinks 

• Real estate • Finding job • Food Supplement • Games 

• Auto parts  • Food • Musical Instrument  
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By BARTER KUB Company Limited, the goal is to expand the number of shop 
members that support TTT฿ coins as follows: 

• Within 1 year (31 May 2022) Number of members 10,000 stores 

• Within 2 years (31 May 2023) number of members 50,000 stores covering 77 
provinces 

• Within 3 years (May 31, 2024) Number of members 100,000 stores, covering 
foreign countries such as England, China, Japan, Korea, Vietnam, etc. 

 

However, TTT฿ coins are not created for payment purposes. But the allies  and general 
stores Choose to receive TTT฿  co i n s  t o  use as appropriate. Users can check the latest news of 
partners through the official website of Token Travel Thailand at https://www.tokentravel.co/ 
https://www.tokentravel.co.th/ or via social media channels at https://web.facebook.com/BarterKub 
or other channels of Token Travel Thailand's partners. 

 2. Economic system related to coins. 
Tokenomic Overview Economic Overview 
Coin Name : Token Travel Thailand 
Abbreviation and unit name : TTT฿ 
Total amount of coins = 100,000,000,000 TTT฿ 
Asset ID: 6WsiYP7SpBnJZAVYNKs6RPGwnNtbRuyeEJ8uptwe1mfC 
Network: WAVES BLOCKCHAIN 
 
 
 
 

https://www.tokentravel.co/
https://www.tokentravel.co.th/
https://web.facebook.com/BarterKub
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 3. Coin Structure (Token Distribution) 
Maximum supply 100,000,000,000 TTT฿, created once, can't generate more coins. 

 

3.1 PRE-SALE  
PRE-SALE = 1% or 1,000,000,000 TTT฿ 
For those interested to bring funds to develop the platform and various functions in 

the future will be announced around the company as specified by the company. 
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  3.2 AIR DROP  
AIR DROP = 1% or 1,000,000,000 TTT฿ 
People who have a wallet for inserting WAVES CHAIN coins, load the wallet 

https://bit.ly/3rBAJQM 
 

  3.3 MARKETING  
MARKETING = 1% or 1,000,000,000 TTT฿ 
For awarding public relations person Promote awareness of the use of TTT฿ coins in 

a wide area and join together to build a community together to promote the marketing of 
various social groups 

 

  3.4 MANAGEMENT TEAM  
MANAGEMENT TEAM = 1% or 1,000,000,000 TTT฿ 
Shared budget for development teams Various projects that support the use of TTT฿ 

such as 

• TTT฿ E - MARKETPLACE 
Marketplace or E-marketplace is a platform that includes both a 

website and an app that sells a wide variety of brands in different 
categories. The most popular and commonly known are Lazada and 
Shopee. A brand's e-commerce website is a website designed and 
developed by a brand. Including back-end administration and order 
management system, all by using TTT฿ as an intermediary of exchange. 

  
 

https://bit.ly/3rBAJQM
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• TTT฿ MINING 
What is TTT฿ Mining? TTT฿ mining is the process of verifying 

transactions and adding them to a public ledger known as Blockchain. This is 
accomplished by using your computer's computing power to solve math 
problems and in turn. Together the miners will be rewarded TTT฿ 

• Play to Earn  
The Play to Earn model has one main goal.  is to play the game to 

advance the rank and complete daily tasks to earn rewards Where the amount 
of return depends on the player's rank, the return will be in the form of in-
game assets with real-world value. Whether it's tokens, various items, NFTs in 
the game, and many more, most of the Metaverse concept is adapted here.  
As a result, in-game assets can be traded.  The tokens obtained by completing 
in-game missions can also be used to develop character skills, purchase items, 
and NFT in the game platform's marketplace. However, Play to Earn games 
have some limitations, such as the energy that Players can be used per day.  
In order to prevent inflation in the system from excessive gaming, the tokens 
obtained in the game can also be traded in the various trading centers that 
support those tokens. 

• STAKING 
Stake or Staking is a form of crypto savings.  which will increase in 

value from the original capital.  How much you deposit is up to the Depositary, 
and the stake doesn't have to be a mainstream crypto asset.  But it could be 
any developer.  or any crypto game can be created and sometimes the return 
may not come in the form of the assets that we have deposited. But it may 
come out in the form of other privileges, such as access to new products 
within the depositor's own affiliates, for example. 

• Yield Farming 
Yield Farming is a form of profit that is quite similar to staking, but it 

differs in that the money we deposited is actually used in the system because 
it becomes “liquidity” for the system to use and we get various forms of  
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returns from the system. Whether it's coins or fees that may come from actual 
use. 

• SWAP 
Swap is the exchange of a big clip asset from another unit.  to another 

unit, such as exchanging BNB to BUSD, or exchanging crypto coins for crypto 
for another platform, for example exchanging KUB to LUMI for trading in the 
Morning Moon Village game which is a game in Bitkub's own chain, for 
example. 

 

3.5 TTT฿ LOAN  
TTT฿ LOAN = 1% or 1,000,000,000 TTT฿ 
Is the lending by using TTT฿ coins as a medium for SME businesses that do not have 

access to funding sources. Low interest that the government can help initially, the trial was 
a contract document with BARTER KUB members and in the future it will be developed 
through the website and application system. 

 

3.6 TTT฿ DeFi  
TTT฿ DeFi = 10% or 10,000,000,000 TTT฿ 
It is a reward for those who hold TTT฿ coins following the rules by bringing coins to 

deposit with the company. 
✓ 3 months deposit = 40% 
✓ 6 months deposit = 90% 
✓ 12 months deposit = 200% 

 

with a minimum deposit of 10,000 TTT฿ 
  Initially, the trial was in the form of a contract document.  and in the future will be 
developed through the website and application system. 
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3.7 INVESTMENT  
INVESTMENT = 10% or 10,000,000,000 TTT฿ 

It is an investment project in various assets.  It will be in the form of an ICO (Initial 
Coin Offering) or IDO (Intitial DEX Offering) to be used in the TTT฿ ecosystem, which is the 
company's asset.  Build stability for coins such as the Patong Hotel Purchase Project/  
Electric Car Rental Project/ Pool Villa Project and other projects in the future, initially 
experimenting with contract documents and in the future will be developed through the 
website and application system. 

 

3.8 MINING  
MINING = 10% or 10,000,000,000 TTT฿ 
Mining TTT฿ In the first phase, mining has not yet been released.  until the Company 

will notify later 
 

3.9 COMPANY RESERVE  
COMPANY RESERVE = 10% or 10,000,000,000 TTT฿ 
The total coin holding of the company is 10,000,000,000 TTT฿ 

 

3.10 BARTER KUB MEMBER  
BARTER KUB MEMBER = 15% or 15,000,000,000 TTT฿ 
Members of BARTER KUB will be the main ecosystem for TTT฿ coins. We will have 

to share them for liquidity in this ecosystem (initially 1 Point = 1 TTT฿/ 1 Point = 1 baht) 
 

3.11 TTT฿ BURN  
TTT฿ BURN = 40% or 40,000,000,000 TTT฿ 
Burning a coin, also known by some as "burning a coin", is "destroying the coin" TTT฿, 

which means removing a coin from the system in order to scale down the coin.  Each round 
has a different time limit for burning coins.  Or maybe not at all as well. 

1st time, starting October 1, 2021, burned 10,000,000 TTT฿ 
2nd time, starting March 1, 2022, burned 9,990,000,000 TTT฿ 
3rd time, starting August 1, 2022, burned 10,000,000,000 TTT฿ 
4th time, starting January 1, 2023, burned 10,000,000,000 TTT฿ 
The remaining 10,000,000,000 TTT฿, the company will inform later. 
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4. Digital wallet TTT฿ (WALLET) 
TOKEN TRAVEL THAILAND (TTT฿ )  from the WAVES CHAIN network located at 

waves.exchange which the bag number starts with 3PXXXXX can also keep coins in TRUST WALLET. 
In the future, the development team will bring TTT฿ coins to store in WALLET both domestically 
and internationally.  It will be announced to the public at a later time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

5. Trading board that supports TTT฿ (EXCHANGE) 
That is waves.exchange (as of March 17, 2020 10:14:51 ), where the company's price is set at 

$1, or about 34 baht, with a starting price of 1 TTT฿ will be worth $0.03 or about 1 baht. TTT฿  has 
paired with more than 100 crypto coins such as BTC/ ETH/ USDT/ WAVES, etc. will be listed in 
https://coinmarketcap.com/th/ and https://www.coingecko.com/th.  The team is bringing coins to 
List in the domestic board.  and abroad added It will be announced to the public at a later time. 
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6. Conclusion 
6.1 Basic system structure of TOKEN TRAVEL THAILAND (TTT฿) 

Because the basic system structure of TOKEN TRAVEL THAILAND (TTT฿) has not yet 
been completed which may be affected by unseen market factors or technical situation 
Token Travel (Thailand) Co., Ltd. reserves the right to change. 

6.2 Ecosystem of TOKEN TRAVEL THAILAND (TTT฿) 
The ecosystem of TOKEN TRAVEL THAILAND (TTT฿ )  is a tool to reach the 

population both in and abroad who still do not have access to the banking system in order 
to access their financial needs the provision of financial services is an important starting point 
for change in a better way the current financial system is difficult to provide financial services 
to access due to high cost. 

6.3 Amend and improve the Whitepaper TTT฿ 
Since this document is made as a Whitepaper TTT฿ V . 1  if there is a law in Thailand 

in the future or abroad enforced and what details affect the law the team is happy to modify 
and improve to be correct according to the rules and requirements. In order for you to get 
the most benefit from the coin holder, we reserve the right to amend and improve the 
Whitepaper TTT฿ from time to time. 
 

For more information 
https://www.tokentravel.co/ 
https://www.tokentravel.co.th/ 
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